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Gloria’s gratitude to angels
★
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Doomsticks

C

reepy stories aren’t
something you’d
associate with squeakyvoiced comedian Joe
Pasquale, but he has
brought out this
collection of 12 dark and
twisted horror tales,
tinged with humour.
Many centre around the
theme of bullying and
highlights include a young boy who’s taken to see
his 102-year-old grandad and discovers a dark
family secret, plus the life of a cruel magician
who hasn’t slept for 20 years.
l Caffeine Nights Publishing, £14.99
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PHANTOM FASHION

Made up horror
★

Don’t fear – what you’re
seeing isn’t real. It’s Mirjana
Milosevic caked in make-up! The
Serbian cosmetics lover uses
lashings of black paint to make
parts of her body and face
disappear against a jet-black
background to create these
amazing spooky illusions. Each
look takes up to six hours to create

and some of Mirjana’s creepy
designs on her YouTube channel
include a corpse bride (main pic)
and ‘hole in the soul’ with a portal
coming out of her chest. Her most
popular creation, a wooden doll
impaled on a spring (above right),
was inspired by her childhood fear
of dolls. See the videos for yourself
at kikastudio on YouTube.
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Save the date: February 14th marks
the
annual World Sound Healing Day whe 15th
re, at
midday, people around the world will
com
to create positive vibes to help the plan e together
et.
You can do it anywhere – whether you’
work or anywhere else simply by mak re at home,
ing the ‘ah’
sound for five minutes on Valentine’s
Day.
make the sound at noon, sounding anyt If you can’t
day will help create a positive shift. Whyime during the
try and get those healing vibes flowing? not give it a

STAR SPIRITUALITY

Gloria Hunniford has
always been vocal about
her belief in angels and,
in her new autobiography,
she reveals how one came
to her rescue after she and
her husband were involved
in a near-fatal car crash in
the South of France.
‘Stephen’s head had hit
the windscreen, and blood
was coming down his face,’
the Loose Women star
reveals in her book My
Life. ‘Out of the crowd
came a beautiful young
girl with long blonde hair

World sound
healing day

Black cat mystery
★

Police are investigating a spate of black cat
disappearances in North Yorkshire which
locals fear is linked to their association in some
people’s minds with witchcraft.
Since September, up to seven black cats have
vanished in the neighbouring villages of Croft-onTees and Dalton-on-Tees, including 39-year-old
Harriet Boyd’s two pets, Austin and Arthur.
‘We’ve come to the inevitable conclusion that
someone is taking the cats and we’re trying to
imagine why,’ she said. ‘All the
missing cats are black which
is very odd. I have been
thinking in terms of
witchcraft.’ Another
local, Jane Parlour,
says two of her black
cats disappeared,
only to reappear
several days later.

Star birthday
FORECAST
Happy 45th birthday,
Peter Andre!
Psychic Medium David
Maddock predicts
what’s ahead for the
singer on his birthday…

‘I see Peter possibly presenting a dating
show. There’s also another type of show
he’ll be involved in which will be wacky
and fun packed, perhaps for kids. Peter’s
love for his wife Emily MacDonagh will
just keep growing. They might even
have another child, though not just yet.’
l For more information, visit
connectwithdavid.co.uk
fateandfortunemagazine.co.uk
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